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LIMITED W ARRAN1Y ON MEDIA
AND REPIACEMENf

If you discover physical defects in
the manuals distributed with an
Apple product or in the media on
which a software product is distributed, Apple will replace the media
or manuals at no charge to you,
provided you return the item to be
replaced with proof of purchase to
Apple or an authorized Apple dealer
during the 90-day period after you
purchased the software. In addition,
Apple will replace damaged software media and manuals for as long
as the software product is included
in Apple's Media Exchange Program. While not an upgrade or
update method, this program offers
additional protection for up to two
years or more from the date of your
original purchase. See your authorized Apple dealer for program
coverage and details. In some
countries the replacement period
may be different; check with your
authorized Apple dealer.
All IMPilED WARRANTIES ON TIIE
MEDIA AND MANUAIS,
INCLUDING IMPilED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABII11Y AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICUI.AR PURPOSE, ARE llMITED IN DURATION
TO NINEIY (90) DAYS FROM THE
DATE OF TIIE ORIGINAL RETAIL
PURCHASE OF TIIIS PRODUCT.

Even though Apple has tested the
software and reviewed the documentation, APPLE MAKES NOWARRAN1Y OR REPRESENTATION,
EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPilED,
WITII RESPECT TO SOFTWARE, ITS
QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, MERCHANTABIIlTY, OR FITNESS FOR A
PARTICUI.AR PURPOSE. AS A
RESULT, THIS SOFTWARE IS SOLD
"AS IS," AND YOU THE PURCHASER ARE ASSUMING THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO ITS QUALITY
AND PERFORMANCE.

IN NO EVENT Will APPLE BE
llABLE FOR DIRECT, INDIRECT,
SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING
FROM ANY DEFECT IN TIIE SOFTWARE OR ITS DOCUMENTATION,
even if advised of the possibility of
such damages. In particular, Apple
shall have no liability for any programs or data stored in or used with
Apple products, including the costs
of recovering such programs or
data.
THE WARRAN1Y AND REMEDIES
SET FORTI-I ABOVE ARE EXCLUSIVE AND IN IlEU OF All OTHERS,
ORAL OR WRITTEN, EXPRESS OR
IMPilED. No Apple dealer, agent, or
employee is authorized to make any
modification, extension, or addition
to this warranty.

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of implied
warranties or liability for incidental
or consequential damages, so the
above limitation or exclusion may
not apply to you. This warranty
gives you specific legal rights, and
you may also have other rights
which vary from state to state.
WARNING

This equipment has been certified to
comply with the limits for a Class B
computing device, pursuant to
Subpart J of Part 15 of FCC Rules.
See instructions if interference to
radio or television reception is
suspected.
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Radio and television interference
The equipment described in this manual generates and uses radiofrequency energy. If it is not installed and used properly-that is, in strict
accordance with Apple's instructions-it may cause interference with radio
and television reception.
This equipment has been tested and complies with the limits for a Class B
computing device in accordance with the specifications in Subpart J,
Part 15, of FCC rules. These rules are designed to provide reasonable
protection against such interference in a residential installation. However,
there is no guarantee that the interference will not occur in a particular
installation, especially if a "rabbit-ear" television antenna is used. (A rabbitear antenna is the telescoping-rod type usually found on television
receivers.)

A shielded cable uses a metallic wrap
around the wires to reduce the
potential effects of radio-frequency
interference.

Important

You can determine whether your computer is causing interference by
turning it off. If the interference stops, it was probably caused by the
computer or its peripheral devices. To further isolate the problem,
disconnect the peripheral devices and their input/output (I/O) cables one
at a time. If the interference stops, it was caused by either the peripheral
device or the 1/0 cable. These devices usually require shielded 1/0 cables.
For Apple peripheral devices, you can obtain the proper shielded cable
from your authorized Apple dealer. For non-Apple peripheral devices,
contact the manufacturer or dealer for assistance.
This product was FCC-certified under test conditions that included use of
shielded cables and connectors between system components. It Is
Important that you use shielded cables and connectors to reduce the
possibility of causing Interference to radio, television, and other electronic
devices.

If your computer does cause interference to radio or television reception,
you can try to correct the interference by using one or more of the
following measures:

• Tum the television or radio antenna until the interference stops.
• Move the computer to one side or the other of the television or radio.
• Move the computer farther away from the television or radio.
• Plug the computer into an outlet that is on a different circuit than the
television or radio. (fhat is, make certain the computer and the radio or
television set are on circuits controlled by different circuit breakers or
fuses.)
• Consider installing a rooftop television antenna with a coaxial cable
lead-in between the antenna and television.
If necessary, consult your authorized Apple dealer or an experienced
radio/television technician for additional suggestions.
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Apple® II
Apple 5.25 Drive
Owner' s Guide

The Apple® 5.25 Drive is a floppy-disk drive that uses removable,
single-sided 5.25-inch disks to store and retrieve data. You can use
your Apple 5.25 Drive with any Apple II in the Apple II family of
computers. This guide explains all the features of the Apple 5.25
Drive. It also gives you step-by-step directions for connecting it to
your computer, and instructs you in the use, care, and handling of
your Apple 5.25 Drive and its storage media. You'll also find some
tips on what to do if you have a problem using your Apple 5.25
Drive with your Apple II system.
Important

A controller card is a printed circuit
board that you install in a
peripheral slot In your computer
to communicate with a disk drive.
It is sometimes called a peripheral
card. an interface card. or just a
card.

Before reading this guide or attempting to use your Apple 5.25
Drive, you should read the manuals that came with your computer.

Your Apple 5.25 Drive comes in a lightweight, slim-line case. (See
Figure 1.) It can be connected to an Apple II either directly through
a disk drive port or through a controller card installed in a
peripheral slot. If you plan to connect your Apple 5.25 Drive to
your Apple II through a peripheral slot, you'll also need an
Apple 5.25 Drive controller card. (See Figure 2.) The Apple 5.25
Drive controller card supports a maximum of two Apple 5.25
Drives. If you plan to use more than two Apple 5.25 Drives, you'll
need to install a second Apple 5.25 Drive controller card.

Figure 1
The Apple 5.25 Drive

Figure 2
The Apple 5.25 Drive controller
card

Connecting the Apple 5.25 Drive
Your Apple 5.25 Drive works with any model of Apple II, but how
you connect the drive depends on whether you're connecting it to a
disk drive port or to a controller card in a peripheral slot. If you're
connecting your Apple 5.25 Drive to a port, read the next section,
"Connecting the Drive to a Disk Drive Port." If you're using a
controller card in a slot, skip the next section and read "Connecting
the Drive to a Controller Card."
Warning

To avoid damaging the electrical circuits In your computer or the
drive. always tum off the power switch on your computer before
you connect anything to It or disconnect anything from It. But leave
the computer's power cord plugged in. The plug serves as a
grounding device. even when the computer Is turned off.

Connecting the drive to a disk drive port
If you are connecting your Apple 5.25 Drive to an Apple II through a
disk drive port, follow these steps:

1. Turn off the power switch on the back of your computer, but leave
the computer plugged in. The plug serves as a grounding device,
even when the computer is turned off.
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2. Touch one of the metal connectors on the back of the Apple II to
discharge any static electricity that may be on your clothes or
body.
Warning

If you don't discharge static electricity, you could permanently
damage the drive.

3. Plug the cable from your Apple 5.25 Drive into the disk drive port
on the back panel of your computer and tighten the thumb
screws. (See Figure 3.)

Apple 5.25 Drive controller
card with ribbon-type cable
Small wrench
Two jack screws

Figure 3
Plugging the Apple 5.25 Drive Into a disk drive port

4. Attach a drive identification label to the recess on the front of
your Apple 5.25 Drive. (The recess is next to the "in use" light.)

Connecting the drive to a controller card
If you are connecting your Apple 5.25 Drive to an Apple II through
an Apple 5.25 Drive controller card, you'll need the items shown in
Figure 4.

Follow these steps to connect your Apple 5.25 Drive:
1. Tum offthe power switch on the back of your computer, but
leave the computer plugged in. The plug serves as a grounding
device, even when the computer is turned off.
Figure 4
Things you'll need

2.

Carefully remove the cover from the computer and set it aside.

Connecting the Apple 5.25 Drive
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3.

Warning

11, II Plus

Touch the power supply case inside the computer to discharge
any static electricity that may be on your clothes or body. (The
power supply case is the large metal box on the left as you face
the computer.)

If you don't discharge static electricity, you could permanently
damage the drive.

If your computer Is an original Apple II or an Apple II Plus, disregard
steps 4 through 6. Instead, you'll need to get a special two-part
connector retaining clamp (seNlce part number 655-8112) from
your authorized Apple dealer and use the Instructions that come
with It to secure the connector to the back panel of the computer.

4.

Remove the plastic insert from opening 2 on the back panel of
your Apple II by reaching inside and pushing down and out on
the plastic tab on the top of the insert. (See Figure 5.)

Figure 5
Removing the plastic insert
from the back panel
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Important

In the following steps, you will handle the Apple 5.25 Drive controller
card. Handle It with care. Grasp It by the comers or edges, and try
not to touch the components. Don't grasp the card by the gold
·fingers· on Its bottom edge-they are the medium through which
the computer communicates with the card, and their efficiency
decreases If they are dirty or scratched.

5.

Arrange the controller card, its ribbon-type cable, and two
jack screws as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6
Arranging the controller card and hardware for Installation

6.

Hold the cable's D-shaped connector against the opening.
Then reach behind the computer and feed the two jack screws
through the holes above and below the opening and into the
threaded holes on the connector. (See Figure 6.) Use the small
wrench to tighten the screws.

7.

Locate the row of slots across the rear of your computer's main
circuit board. Each slot is identified by a number on the circuit
board.

8.

Hold your controller card over slot 6, the second slot from the
right, so that the side of the card with the components is facing
away from the computer's power supply. (See Figure 7.)

Connecting the Apple 5.25 Drive
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9.

Gently but firmly push the gold "fingers" on the card's edge
connector into the slot, rear edge first. Then push the front
edge down and gently rock the card back and forth until it is
level and firmly seated.

10. Put the computer's cover back into position and press down on
the rear corner fasteners until they pop into place.
11 . Plug the cable from your Apple 5.25 Drive into the D-shaped
connector that you just installed on the back panel of your
computer and tighten the thumb screws. (See Figure 8.)
12. Attach a drive identification label to the recess on the front of
your Apple 5.25 Drive. (The recess is next to the "in use" light.)

Figure 7
Installing the controller card

Figure 8
Plugging in the Apple 5.25 Drive

Attaching a second Apple 5.25 Drive
If you want to connect a second Apple 5.25 Drive, you attach it to
the back of your first Apple 5.25 Drive. (If you connected your first
Apple 5.25 Drive to a controller card, both drives will share the
controller card that you installed in slot 6.)

Follow these steps to connect your second Apple 5.25 Drive:
1.

Figure 9
Attaching a second Apple
5.25 Drive
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2.

Plug the cable from your second Apple 5.25 Drive into the
connector on the back of the first Apple 5.25 Drive and tighten
the thumb screws. (See Figure 9.)
Attach a drive identification label to the recess on the front of
your second Apple 5.25 Drive. (The recess is next to the "in
use" light.)

Apple 5.25 Drive Owner's Guide

Connecting more than two
Apple 5.25 Drives
If your Apple II system uses only ports to communicate with

peripheral devices, you are limited to using two Apple 5.25 Drives
connected daisy-chain fashion. You can connect more than two
Apple 5.25 Drives to your Apple II system if your computer has slots
for peripheral cards. If you plan to use a third and fourth drive,
you'll need to install a second controller card in a vacant slot.
(Each controller card controls two drives.) If possible, install the
second controller card in slot 5.
To install a second controller card, follow the instructions in the
section "Connecting the Drive to a Controller Card," but this time
remove the plastic insert from opening 5 on the back panel of your
Apple II and install the card in slot 5.
Warning

If you are using a combination of Apple 5.25 and 3.5 Drives, make
sure you're using the correct controller card for each type of drive.
You cannot plug an Apple 5.25 Drive Into an Apple 3.5 Drive
controller card. or an Apple 3.5 Drive Into an Apple 5.25 Drive
controller card. Plugging your drive Into fhe wrong controller card
can permanently damage fhe drive. For more Information about
using a combination of 5.25-lnch and 3.5-inch disk drives. see
Appendix A. ·Daisy-Chain Drive Combinations.·

Identification label
Insertion latch

"In use· light

Getting better acquainted
Now you're ready to use your Apple 5.25 Drive. But before you do,
you should read the rest of this guide to learn a little more about
your drive and its disks.
The Apple 5.25 Drive has no operating controls, but it does have a
red "in use" indicator light that comes on whenever the drive is
running. (See Figure 10.)

Figure 10
The front of the Apple 5.25 Drive
Getting better acquainted
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You can use your Apple 5.25 Drive with any of the operating systems
that are available for the Apple II family of computers. For a
complete explanation of the operating system you are using, read
your owner's manual or the manual that came with your software.

The disks
Your Apple 5.25 Drive uses removable, single-sided 5.25-inch
disks. Each disk can store approximately 143,000 bytes of formatted
data. The circular disk is enclosed in a square jacket. (See
Figure 11.) This jacket protects the disk and contains a woven fabric
liner that wipes the disk as it spins in the jacket A lubricant on the
surface of the disk keeps the disk spinning freely inside the jacket.

Label - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --LWrite-enable notch

L---

---------r-- - --+-------------L.

Disk - - - - - - - - - - - - - '....._- -.&.--- - - Data surface - - - - - - - - - -+-- -1--- - - - -'-

Figure 11
A 5.25-lnch disk
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Write protecting a disk
Most 5.25-inch disks have a rectangular write-enable notch. (See
Figure 11.) This notch allows information to be stored on a disk
during a write operation. When you don't want the contents of your
disks changed by mistake, you can cover the write-enable notch with
one of the write-protect tabs that came with your disks. (See
Figure 12.)

Figure 12
Write protecting a disk

With the notch covered, the computer cannot write any
information onto the disk surface or change information that is
already there. If, at a later time, you want to store information on
the disk, you'll need to remove the write-protect tab first.
Warning

A write-protect tab will not protect a disk from accidental loss of
data due to careless handling.

Before inserting a write-protected disk into the disk drive, make sure
the tab is securely attached to the disk. Tabs that are not securely
attached can come off inside the drive.

Write protecting a disk
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Inserting a disk into the drive
Follow these steps to insert a disk into your Apple 5.25 Drive:
1. If the disk insertion latch is closed, release it by pushing it in as
shown in Figure 13.

Figure 13
Releasing the disk Insertion latch

2.

Warning

Be careful not to touch the data surface of the disk. This is the area
of the disk exposed by the oval cutout in the jacket.

3.

4.

l0

Grasp the disk jacket between your thumb and forefinger, with
your thumb on the label.

Gently insert the disk into the disk drive, oval cutout end first,
label side up. (See Figure 14.) Be careful not to bend or force
the disk. If you feel any unusual resistance, pull the disk back out
slowly and try again.
When the disk is all the way inside, push down on the latch until
it clicks shut. (See Figure 15).

Apple 5.25 Drive Owner's Gulde

Figure 14
Inserting a disk Into the drive

Figure 15
Closing the disk insertion latch

Removing a disk from the drive
Follow these steps to remove a disk from your Apple 5.25 Drive:
Warning

Before you remove the disk, make sure the ·1n use· light Is off. Never
remove a disk while this light Is on. Doing so may destroy some of
the Information on the disk. (If the light stays on longer than 45
seconds, you can return control to the computer by pressing
Control-Reset.)

1.

Push in on the insertion latch to release it and partially eject the
disk.

2.

Gently remove the disk from the slot and put it in a disk
envelope.

•!• By the way: If you have a disk in your drive but are not planning to
use the drive, leave the insertion latch in the released position.

Removing a disk from the drive
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Care and handling of disks
Follow these general rules when handling 5.25-inch disks. (See
Figure 16.)

1o·c-52·c
5o·r-125°F

Figure 16
Care and handling of disks

• Never let anything touch the data surface of the disk. A scratch,
or even a fingerprint, can cause errors.
• Do not place disks on dirty or greasy surfaces.
• Don't let disks collect dust.
• Handle the disk by the plastic jacket only.
• Use a felt-tip pen to write on a label already attached to a disk.
Don't use a pencil or ball-point pen-they may dent the
recording surface. It's better to write on the label before you
attach it to the disk.
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• Do not use an eraser on the label. Eraser dust is abrasive and can
damage the disk, and even the disk drive.
• If the disk has a write-protect tab on it, make sure the tab is

securely attached to the disk before inserting the disk into the
drive. Tabs that are not securely attached can come off inside the
drive.
• Do not bend disks or attach paper clips to them.
• Store disks upright in their envelopes and away from direct
sunlight, moisture, or extremes of heat and cold.
• Keep disks away from magnets or electrical devices.

Caring for your Apple 5.25 Drive
Your disk drive is a precision electromechanical, magnetic storage
device. It has motors and moving parts; in some ways, it is more
delicate than the computer. Your Apple 5.25 Drive was completely
aligned and tested before it left the factory so that it would give you
trouble-free operation. However, you can cause serious damage to
the drive if you accidentally drop it, jar it sharply, or plug it in or
unplug it when the computer's power is on.

Caring for your Apple 5.25 Drive
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If your Apple 5.25 Drive doesn't work
If your Apple 5.25 Drive doesn't work, check the following:

• Have you plugged the cable from the Apple 5.25 Drive into the
port or controller card?
• If you're using a controller card, is the card in the appropriate

slot in your computer?
• Have you plugged your computer's power cord into an outlet or
power strip?
• Have you turned on your computer?
• Have you correctly inserted a 5.25-inch disk into your Apple 5.25
Drive?
• Is your drive too close to the monitor? Non-Apple monitors may
cause the Apple 5.25 Drive to make read/write errors because of
the electromagnetic interference (EMI) field emitted by the
monitor. Apple monitors are shielded to contain the EMI.
If your Apple 5.25 Drive still doesn't work, contact your authorized
Apple dealer.
Warning

Don't remove your Apple 5.25 Drlve's outer case-removing the
case wlll void your warranty.

Service and support
To help you get the best performance from your system, Apple
Computer, Inc. has established a worldwide network of full-support
authorized Apple dealers. If you need answers to technical
questions or information about product updates, your authorized
Apple dealer can help you. Apple's Technical Support organization
backs each dealer and international technical support group via
AppleLink, a state-of-the-art on-line electronic information
service, to ensure prompt, reliable assistance.
Your dealer has the latest information on new hardware and
software products as well as product updates. If you wish to upgrade
your system, your dealer can help you select compatible
components.
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If your product requires service, your local authorized Apple dealer

is trained and ready to support you. Apple provides factory-quality
parts and the latest available diagnostic equipment to the more than
three thousand authorized Apple service centers throughout the
world. Apple guarantees parts and warranty labor. (Regulations in
each country determine the length of warranty. Some restrictions
may apply, depending on the country of original purchase.)
If for some reason you cannot return to the authorized dealer from

whom you purchased your system, go to the nearest service
location. For the location nearest you, in the United States, call
(800) 538-9696; in Canada, call (800) 268-7796 or (800) 268-7637.
For locations in other countries, either call the Apple headquarters
in your country or write to
Apple Computer, Inc.
Attn: Customer Relations
20525 Mariani Avenue
Cupertino, CA 95014
USA
Apple also offers service options designed to meet your needs.
They range from carry-in contracts like the AppleCareB> Service
Agreement (U.S., Canada, and Australia only), which extends full
warranty coverage up to three years, to self-service plans designed
to allow large installations to repair their own equipment. Whether
you use your computer at home, in the office, or at school, Apple
has a low-cost service plan for you. For details, please visit your
authorized Apple dealer.

Appendix A: Daisy-chain drive
combinations
The Apple IIGS lets you use a combination of 5.25 and 3.5 drives,
and the drives can be daisy-chained to the computer in a variety of
ways. This appendix provides some possible drive configurations
and explains the order in which your Apple IIGS will scan the drives
when searching for a startup disk.

Appendix A: Daisy-chain drive combinations
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Important

It Is possible to daisy-chain more than four disk drives on your

Apple IIGS. Remember, however, that the computer supplies all the
power for your drives. If you try to daisy-chain more than four drives,
there may be too much drain on the power supply, and the long
cable length may pick up electrical signal noise that could affect
how your drives work.

Chaining
Figure 17 shows a series of possible drive configurations. Notice that
in a chain of up to four drives, you can connect
• 1 or 2 Apple 3. 5 Drives
• 1 or 2 UniDisk™ 3.5 Drives
• 1 or 2 Apple 5.25 Drives (including the UniDisk drive, the
DuoDisk™ Drive, and the Ile External Drive)
•:• Note: The Apple 3.5 Drives should come first in any chain,

and all 3.5-inch drives should come before any 5.25-inch
drives in the chain.
The Apple Ile External Drive or the DuoDisk must be the last in
a chain because neither has a daisy-chain port.
To daisy-chain a DuoDisk with a serial number b((low 433754,
you must insert the DuoDisk controller card in slot 6.
The Disk II® Drive cannot be daisy-chained because it doesn't
have a DB-19 connector.

The scanning order
The Apple IIGS follows a particular scanning order as it searches for
a startup disk in the drives connected to it. You can override this
scanning order by using the Control Panel. If you do not override
the scanning order, the Apple IIGS always looks first in slot 6 for a
disk in a 5.25-inch drive, and then in slot 5 for a disk in a 3.5-inch
drive.
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Figure 17
Possible drive configurations
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The Apple IIGS tries to start up from a disk in the 5.25-inch drive
first, even if it is not the first drive in the chain. If the Apple IIGS
doesn't find a disk in the 5.25-inch drive, it tries to start up from the
first Apple 3.5 Drive connected to the port that corresponds to
slot 5, drive 1.
If you chain an Apple 3.5 Drive and a UniDisk 3.5 Drive, the
Apple IIGS tries to start up from the disk in the Apple 3.5 Drive. If
the Apple IIGS can't find an Apple 3.5 Drive, it will start up from a
UniDisk 3.5 Drive. It will not try to start up from a UniDisk 3.5.

Appendix B: Apple 5.25 Drive
specifications
The Apple 5.25 Drive is a self-contained, highly reliable data
storage system for Apple II computers. It uses a single-sided, lowprofile, 5.25-inch floppy-disk drive. The drive is equipped with its
own electronics that process the data signal and control the disk
speed, head positioning, and other drive functions. When
removed from the shipping container, the drive is ready to be
plugged into a disk drive port or an Apple 5.25 Drive controller
card and used. It requires no special preparation.
Fonnatted data capacity
Data surfaces
Data transfer rate

Disk rotational speed
Tracks per surfuce
Tracks per inch (I'A)
Number of read/write heads
Operating 1emperatUre
Relative humidity

Weight

c.ase dimemions
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143 kilobytes per disk
1
250 kilobits per second
299 rpm

35
48
1

10·c to 40'C ambient
50'F to 104"F ambient
2QOA> to 8QOA> (noncondensing)
2.17 kg (4.78 lb)
162W x 72H x 2071 mm
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•• Tell Apple About Your. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
•

Please contact your authorized Apple dealer when you have questions about your Apple products. Dealers are
trained by Apple Computer and are given the resources to handle service and support for all Apple products. If
you need the name of an authorized Apple dealer in your area, call toll-free; 800-538-9696.

•

Would you like to tell Apple what you think about this product? After you have had an opportUnity to use this
product, we would like to hear from you. You can help us to improve our products by responding to the
questionnaire below and marking the appropriate boxes on the card at the right with a "'2 lead pencil. If you
have more than one response to a question, mark all the boxes that apply. Please detach the card and mail it to
Apple. Include additional pages of comments if you wish.

Apple® 5.25 Drive
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• CJ
• CJ
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Please Do·Not Mark Above This Line

1. How would you rate the Apple 5.25 Drive overall? (1=poor ... 6=excellent)

-

1. ITJ

[IJ [IJ []] [I] [I]

2. Where did you purchase your Apple 5.25 Drive? (1 =dealer, 2=Corporate Buy, 3=Teacher Buy,
4=department store, S=other)

-

2. ITJ

[IJ [IJ []] [I]

3. Did you purchase your Apple 5.25 Drive and computer at the same time? (1 =no, 2=yes)

-

3. ITJ

[IJ

4. Which computer are you using with your Apple 5.25 Drive? (1 =Apple llGS, 2=Apple II, 3=Apple II Plus,

-

4. ITJ

[IJ [IJ []] [I] [I]

5 . How many 5.25 drives do you use? (1 =one, 2=two, 3=three or more)

-

5. ITJ

[IJ [IJ

6. In addition to your Apple 5.25 Drive, what other storage devices do you use? (1 =3.5 drive, 2=hard disk drive,
3=tape cassette, 4=other)

-

6. ITJ

[IJ [IJ []]

7. Where is your Apple 5.25 Drive used most often? (1=horne,2=work, 3=school, 4=other)

-

7. ITJ

[IJ [IJ []]

8. What software applications on a 5.25-inch disk will you be using? (1 =word processing, 2=spreadsheet,
3=data base, 4=communication, S=games, 6=education, 7=business graphics, l=art, t=other)

-

8. ITJ

[IJ [IJ []] [I] [I] [I]

9. How easy was your Apple 5.25 Drive to set up? (1 =difficult ... 6=very easy)

-

9, ITJ

[IJ [IJ []] [I]

10. Did you use the Apple 5.25 Drive Owner's Gu.ide to help you set up? (1 =no, 2=yes)

•

10. ITJ

[IJ

11. How would you rate your satisfaction with the Apple 5.25 Drive Owner's Guide? ( 1 =low ... 6 =high)

-

11 . ITJ

[IJ [IJ []] [I]

12. How easy was the Apple5.25 Drive Owner's Guide to read and understand? (1=difficult ... 6=veryeasy)

-

12. ITJ [IJ

13. Please describe any errors or inconsistencies you may have encountered with the materials. (Page numbers
would be helpful.)

•

13.

14. What suggestions do you have for improVing the Apple 5.25 Drive?

•

14.

A= Apple lie, S=Apple Ile, 6=other)

Thanks for your time and effort.

030-1173-A

CIJ CIJ

CIJ

CIJ

[IJ []] [I] CIJ

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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